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Phenomenology in Adaptation Planning 2017-08-23
this book explores the planning knowledge that can be gleaned from the experiences of the urban poor a group frequently affected by floods further it examines the relationship between lifeworld
analysis and adaptation planning through the sociology of knowledge which plays a significant part in determining the adaptation pathway of the urban poor the book brings together empirical data to
translate self reflective planning theory into the practical context examines community planning and enriches the discourse on urban adaptation lastly it provides an adaptation planning model that can
benefit academics practitioners and policymakers who wish to provide more socially accepted plans

Life Takes Place 2018-04-19
life takes place argues that even in our mobile hypermodern world human life is impossible without place seamon asks the question why does life take place he draws on examples of specific places and
place experiences to understand place more broadly advocating for a holistic way of understanding that he calls synergistic relationality seamon defines places as spatial fields that gather activate
sustain identify and interconnect things human beings experiences meanings and events throughout his phenomenological explication seamon recognizes that places are multivalent in their constitution
and sophisticated in their dynamics drawing on british philosopher j g bennett s method of progressive approximation he considers place and place experience in terms of their holistic dialectical and
processual dimensions recognizing that places always change over time seamon examines their processual dimension by identifying six generative processes that he labels interaction identity release
realization intensification and creation drawing on practical examples from architecture planning and urban design he argues that an understanding of these six place processes might contribute to a
more rigorous place making that produces robust places and propels vibrant environmental experiences this book is a significant contribution to the growing research literature in place and place making
studies

Urban Planning’s Philosophical Entanglements 2017-04-21
urban planning s philosophical entanglements explores the long held idea that urban planning is the link in moving from knowledge to action observing that the knowledge domain of the planning
profession is constantly expanding the approach is a deep philosophical analysis of what is the quality and character of understanding that urban planners need for expert engagement in urban planning
episodes this book philosophically analyses the problems in understanding the nature of action both individual and social action included in the analysis are the philosophical concerns regarding space
place and the institution of private property the final chapter extensively explores the linkage between knowledge and action this emerges as the process of design in seeking better urban communities
design processes that go beyond buildings tools or fashions but are focused on bettering human urban relationships urban planning s philosophical entanglements provides rich analysis and
understanding of the theory and history of planning and what it means for planning practitioners on the ground

Phenomenology of the Embodied Organization 2014-12-22
drawing on contemporary debates and responding to an analytic lacuna in organization and management studies and calls from organizational practice phenomenology of the embodied organization
explores the fundamental and integral role of the body and embodiment in organizational life worlds

Nonprofit executive successor planning 2014
this book offers a new look at the latest research and critical issues within the field of information systems by creating solid theoretical frameworks and the latest empirical findings of social developments



Phenomenology, Organizational Politics, and IT Design: The Social Study of Information Systems 2012-03-31
education is the transmission of knowledge and skill from one generation to another and is vitally significant for the growth and unfolding of the living individual it manifests the quintessential ability of
the logos to differentiate life in self individualization from within and in its spread through inter generative networks the present collection of papers focuses on the underpinnings of the creative workings
of the human strategies of reason

Education in Human Creative Existential Planning 2007-11-14
this book takes edmund husserl s phenomenology and applies it to help psychotherapy practitioners formulate complex psychological problems the reader will learn about husserl s system of
understanding and its concepts that can point to first person lived experience and about the work of husserl scholars who have developed a way to be precise about the experiences that clients have
through exploring the connection between academic philosophy of consciousness and mental health themes of biopsychosocial treatment planning psychopathology of personality and psychological
disorders and the treatment of complex psychological problems all emerge the author shows that husserlian phenomenology can be used in the design of interventions for each client in a process called
formulation once the intentionality of consciousness of an individual is understood by asking simple questions it becomes possible to define problematic experiences this is a means of creating informed
consent for treatment and it also makes it clear to clients what is happening for them so helping them understand themselves and how they see the world we also see how husserl s phenomenology is a
vehicle for psychotherapists to present their knowledge about the research literature of what has been found to be effective care this volume applies the concepts and practices of phenomenology in a
concrete way relating them to the practice of therapy and showing the value of a qualitative approach to understanding mental processes and the nature of human beings as motivated by values
meanings and other conscious experiences this is a readable text in simple language that condenses key aspects of husserl s thinking in relation to the theory and practice of psychotherapy and it is
suitable for philosophers and practitioners of psychology psychiatry and the psychotherapies including psychoanalysis

Phenomenology in Action in Psychotherapy 2015-04-08
people demand authentic participation in decisions that affect their lives top methods answer that call because they reflect how humans think growing out of reflective inquiry into what works in real life
and the study of phenomenology and existentialism this book explores the foundational understandings of this body of knowledge and its practice getting to the bottom of top works at two levels as a
guide to processes that elicit participation to bring insights to the surface and ensure participants collaborate to bring the resulting plans to fruition and as a theoretical basis drawn from the field of
phenomenology an answer to any of us who have pondered what principles or theory about personal and group change underlie those processes peter j taylor critical and creative thinking graduate
program umass boston i have longed for decades for this book a profound and helpful exploration of the phenomenology of practice of top in this breakthrough work the nelsons expose the philosophical
foundations of the ica s top methods in ways that scholars and facilitators alike will find useful by tracing top s ancestry to the existentialist s insights of kierkegaard and sartre and the phenomenological
methods of husserl and heidegger this book not only provides conceptual clarity but releases a deep wellspring of motivation and skillfulness for practitioners of top i will definitely use this book in
teaching my nyu wagner grad courses on innovative leadership robertson work author of a compassionate civilization nyu wagner professor and un consultant

Getting to the Bottom of Top 2017-12-07
phenomenology in the united states is in a state of ferment and change not all the changes are happy ones however for some of the most prominent philosophers of the first generation of
phenomenologists have died in 1959 alfred schutz and within the past two years john vild dorion cairns and aron gur witsch these thinkers though often confronting a hostile intel lectual climate were
nevertheless persistent and profoundly influential through their own works and through their students the two sources associated with their names the graduate faculty of the new school for social
research and the circle around john wild first at harvard and later at northwestern and yale produced a sizable portion of the now second gener ation american phenomenological philosophers in a way it
was the very hostility of the american philo sophical milieu which became an important factor in the ferment now taking place although the older first generation phenome nologists were deeply
conversant with other philosophical move ments here and abroad their efforts at meaningful dialogue were largely ignored determined not to remain isolated from the dominant currents of anglo



american philosophy in par ticular the second generation opened the way to a dialogue with analytic philosophers especially through the efforts of the society for phenomenology and existential
philosophy led by 2 introduction such men as james m edie and hubert dreyfus and in other respects herbert spiegelberg and maurice natanson

Dialogues in Phenomenology 2012-12-06
this book explores the resurgence of interest in phenomenology as aphilosophy and research movement among scholars in education thehumanities and social sciences brings together a series of essays
by an international team ofphilosophers and educationalists juxtaposes diverse approaches to phenomenological inquiry andaddresses questions of significance for education today demonstrates why
phenomenology is a contemporary movement thatis both dynamic and varied highlights ways in which phenomenology can inform a broad rangeof aspects of educational theorising and practice
includinglearning through the body writing online being an authenticteacher ambiguities in becoming professionals and schooltransition

Exploring Education Through Phenomenology 2010-01-15
this book discusses the ontological foundation for organizational analysis and organizational life from a phenomenological perspective the objective of this book is to provide the reader with an
understanding of organizations that adequately takes into account the current philosophical knowledge regarding human nature a key result of this analysis is that organizations are existentially founded
human experiences of emotions ethics culture and narrative this understanding of organizations is furthermore complicated by the existence of concepts of power relationship interaction and identity
which all can be perceived as contradicting notions of objectivity professionalism and rationalism the question is not whether this is an easy description to navigate nor apply but rather where we go from
here this book would be of interest to students and scholars working on the philosophy of business and academics in critical organization studies and alternative philosophy of organization the book would
also be of interest to people in all organization trying to understand everyday of dilemmas and contradictions

Investigating Being in Organizations and Leadership 2020-11-25
this book presents a detailed analysis of what it means to be absorbed in playing music based on interviews with one of the world s leading classical ensembles the danish string quartet dsq it debunks
the myth that experts cannot reflect while performing but also shows that intense absorption is not something that can be achieved through will intention prediction or planning it remains something
individuals have to be receptive to based in the phenomenological tradition of husserl and merleau ponty as well as of dan zahavi and shaun gallagher it lays out the conditions and essential structures of
musical absorption employing the lived experience of the dsq members it also engages and challenges core ideas in phenomenology philosophy of mind enactivism expertise studies musical psychology
flow theory aesthetics dream and sleep studies psychopathology and social ontology and proposes a method that integrates phenomenology and cognitive science

Development, Context and Purpose of Planning 1986
this book explores how the weather and city form impact the mind and how city form and mind interact it builds on merleau ponty s contention that mind the human body and the environment are
intertwined in a singular composite and on walter benjamin s suggestion that mind and city form in mutual interaction through history have set the course of civilization bringing together the fields of
philosophy urbanism geography history and architecture the book shows the association of existentialism with prevalence of mood disorder in northern europe at the close of little ice age it explains the
implications of city form and traces the role of the myths and allegories of urban design as well as the history of gender projection onto city form it shows how urbanization in northern europe provided
easier access to shelter yet resulted in sunlight deprivation and yielded increasing incidence of depression and other mental disorder among the european middle class the book uses the examples of
kierkegaard nietzsche dostoevsky and kafka to show how walking through the streets squares and other urban voids became the informal remedy to mood disorder a prominent trait among founders of
modern existentialism it concludes by describing how the connection of anguish and violence is relevant to winter depression in cities in north america in particular



A Phenomenology of Musical Absorption 2019-01-21
a method of inquiry largely formulated by the german edmund husserl and later adapted by alfred schutz phenomenological psychology is explained in this introductory study it shows how
phenomenology can be used in examining the reality of the world of everyday life and how it provides an antidote to behaviorism symbolic logic and other positivist systems

Phenomenology of the Winter-City 2016-01-12
phenomenology represents a mainstream in the philosophy of subjectivity as well as a rich tradition of inquiry in psychiatry the conceptual and empirical study of language has become increasingly
relevant for psychiatric research and practice schizophrenia is still the most enigmatic and most relevant mental disorder this volume represents an attempt to bring specialists from different fields
together in order to integrate various conceptual and empirical approaches for the benefit of schizophrenic research we hope that it will facilitate discussions among members of such diverse fields as
psychiatry psychology and philosophy

Phenomenology of Consciousness and Sociology of the Life-World 1983
phenomenologists or continental thinkers argue for the subject object continuum for phenomenology subjectivity is of the object and object is for the subject this book applies that continuum to the
holistic foundations of work or specialization the author devotes a chapter to each of eight cultural applications of the subject object continuum chapter one examines the specialist generalist continuum
meaning specialization for general education that continuum comprises the framework for the remaining seven chapters those seven include production for community design for user automation for user
computing for society taxation for society information for manufacturing and procedure for goal these eight applications constitute the basis for a core curriculum the core curriculum gives holistic
meaning order or cosmos to all jobs and to all people cosmos is a greek word meaning humanistic scientific order irreducible to physics the core curriculum is fundamental cosmology each of the eight
continuities follow in a logical systematic manner from the analytic subjective continuum meaning object for subjectivity phenomenology of education can become the human basis of a promising holistic
logic bringing together analytic and existential themes

Phenomenology, Language & Schizophrenia 2012-12-06
to a degree insufficiently captured by the term governance the present age is one of institutional complexity china is a case in point an amalgam of socialist capitalist corporatist and pluralist
characteristics china s systems of governance defy classification using extant categories in the institutionalist literature what after all is a socialist market system a phenomenology of institutions begins
with the problem of describing emergent institutional phenomena using conventional typologies constructing a new descriptive framework for rendering new hybrid and flexible institutional designs raul
lejano jia guo hongping lian and bo yin propose new descriptors involving concepts of autopoeisis textuality and relationality that might better describe new and emergent models of governance the
authors illustrate the utility of this framework with a number of case studies each dealing with a different aspect of chinese legal and civic institutions and comparing these with western models this book
will be a valuable resource for institutional scholars in the fields of public policy political science organization studies public administration and international development studying new and emergent
forms of governance

Phenomenology and Education 2022-02-22
this book is the most detailed commentary on hegel s phenomenology of spirit available and develops an independent philosophical account of the general theory of knowledge culture and history
contained in it written in a clear and straightforward style the book reconstructs hegel s theoretical philosophy and shows its connection to the ethical and political theory terry pinkard sets the work in a
historical context and reveals the contemporary relevance of hegel s thought to european and anglo american philosophers



A Phenomenology of Institutions 2018-08-06
planning in this century has been largely influenced by the appeal of scientific activity on the one hand and by reform movements on the other as a result of this influence two roles of planning developed
with one predominating an advisory role which adheres to the scientific canon of deta ched objectivity and which is the prevailing version and an active role where intervention into the development of
society is promoted this duality creates problems for planning theory and practice especially since the positivist foundation of planning has proven to be inadequate an examination of logical positivism
indicates that a correct social theory can only be critical this suggests that planning should use critical theory as new epistemological framework

Hegel's Phenomenology 1994-06-24
this collection examines the relationship between phenomenology interpretation and community considering the issues from several viewpoints including german idealism the discourses of the frankfurt
school and post structuralist thought

Planning as Social Process 1985
this book expands on the thought of walter benjamin by exploring the notion of modern mind pointing to the mutual and ongoing feedback between mind and city form since the neolithic age volumes
and voids have been the founding constituents of built environments as projections of gender as spatial allegories of the masculine and the feminine while these allegories had been largely in balance
throughout the early history of the city increasingly during modernity volume has overcome void in city form this volume investigates the pattern of benjamin s thinking and extends it to the larger
psycho cultural and urban contexts of various time periods pointing to environ mental progression in the unfolding of modernity

Phenomenology, Interpretation, and Community 1996-07-11
this book provides an accessible comprehensive exploration of phenomenological theory and research methods and is geared specifically to the needs of therapists and other health care professionals an
accessible exploration of an increasingly popular qualitative research methodology explains phenomenological concepts and how they are applied to different stages of the research process and to topics
relevant to therapy practice provides practical examples throughout

Philosophical Urbanism 2019-10-16
honor is misunderstood in the social sciences the literature lacks both accuracy and precision in its conceptual development such that we no longer say what we mean because we have no idea what we
re saying we use many terms to mean honor and mean many different ideas when we refer to honor honor a phenomenology is designed to fix all of these problems a ground breaking examination of
honor as a metaphenomenon this book incorporates various structures of social control including prestige face shame and affiliated honor and the rejection of said structures by dignified individuals and
groups it shows honor to be a concept that encompasses a number of processes that operate together in order to structure society honor is how we are inscribed with social value by others and the
means by which we inscribe others with social honor because it is the means by which individuals fit in and function with society the main divisions internal within the psyche of the individual and external
within the norms and institutions of society honor is the glue that holds groups together and the wedge that forces them apart it defines who is us and who them it accounts for the continuity and change
in socio political systems



Phenomenology for Therapists 2011-07-11
bringing together phenomenology and materialism two perspectives seemingly at odds with each other leading international theorist manuel delanda has created an entirely new theory of visual
perception engaging the scientific biology ecological psychology neuroscience and robotics the philosophical idea of the embodied mind and the mathematical dynamic systems theory to form a synthesis
of how to see in the 21st century a transdisciplinary and rigorous analysis of how vision shapes what matters

Honor: A Phenomenology 2012-07-26
the following bibliography arranged chronologically permits the reader to follow the development of phenomenological studies in italy in parallel with other contemporary cultural currents from this list it
can be seen that knowledge of hussed s work begins in 1923 with the studies of a banfi phenomenology however did not immediately receive a warm welcome it contrasted with the then dominant neo
idealism as has been made clear by g de ruggiero but for this very reason it also found adherents among the opponents of idealism these were either distant heirs of positivism who accepted hussed on
account of his scientific approach and rigor or christian oriented thinkers who following an initial period of diffidence toward the antimetaphysical attitude of phenomenological analysis gradually began to
use this method as an antiidealist instrument even though the problem remained of hussed s own transcendental idealism and the value to be attributed to it despite the difficulties encountered on the
way the numerous studies carried out in italy prior to wodd war ii make it clear that the better known philosophers who have left a mark on italian culture already had begun to take a discreet interest in
phenomenology

Materialist Phenomenology 2021-09-23
if edmund husserl s true philosophy lay in his unpublished research manuscripts as he argues then it is in these rather than the introductions and fragmentary studies he published during his lifetime that
we may possibly find a systematic of his philosophy this work constitutes a study of the full range of husserl s writings with the special task of uncovering there the systematic presentation or
presentations of the transcendental phenomenological problematic sandmeyer s study contains an overview of husserl s total set of writings a translation of husserl correspondence with georg misch a
translation of a draft outline of the system of phenomenological philosophy produced by husserl in collaboration with his assistant eugen fink and it also closely traces the influence of wilhelm dilthey on
husserl s philosophy

The Teleologies in Husserlian Phenomenology 2012-12-06
psychiatric treatment approaches there are opportunities for trial and error exploration and reconsideration revision of treatment approach and correc tion of errors revisions and corrections are based on
observations of pro gress and on response from patients about the impact of treatment efforts but emergency interventions usually are one time efforts involving a sequence of evaluation therapeutic
intervention and referral out response is limited or absent and there are no opportunities for corrections over time therefore interventions and referrals must be made on the basis of first evaluations with
positive conviction related to current best effort and despite the lack of guidance derived from tracking the patient s progress over time the staff must tolerate the risk taking required and must also be
prepared to forego the gratification of seeing the beneficial results of the work done even in pro grams structured to allow return visits and despite the occasional information provided by other agencies
after referrals the majority of patients are lost to follow up the usefulness of specific interventions is hard to evaluate and the satisfaction of seeing a task completed is rarely available the emergency
program staff must tolerate a considerable amount of stress in the environment emergency care centers are collection points for an extraordinary volume of human suffering the anxieties and strains
asso ciated with persistent urgency of need alarm related to unexpected difficul ties fearfulness about outcome closeness of death and presence of pain pervade the atmosphere



Husserl's Constitutive Phenomenology 2009-01-11
emergentism new form of emergentism ethics moral philosophy philosophy of mind popular science self improvement phenomenology existentialism emergentism is the study and tentative explanation
of how order arises in everything from quantum fluctuations to human consciousness the aim of the emergent method is to use the new philosophy of emergentism and the findings of modern science to
challenge the way we think and thereby help fulfil our highest purposes

Phenomenology and Treatment of Psychiatric Emergencies 2012-12-06
the puzzling nature of temporality and timing of reality remains controversial this book offers a collection of studies that seeks a new answer by initiating a novel investigation informed by the ancient
wisdom of the greaco arabic islamic sources and inheritance on the one side and the contemporary discernment of occidental phenomenology of life on the other in a common dialogical effort to unravel
this great enigma of existence

Phenomenology in a Co-creative Workplace 2019-02-06
this comprehensive new book introduces the core history of phenomenology and assesses its relevance to contemporary psychology philosophy of mind and cognitive science from critiques of artificial
intelligence research programs to ongoing work on embodiment and enactivism the authors trace how phenomenology has produced a valuable framework for analyzing cognition and perception whose
impact on contemporary psychological and scientific research and philosophical debates continues to grow the first part of an introduction to phenomenology is an extended overview of the history and
development of phenomenology looking at its key thinkers focusing particularly on husserl heidegger and merleau ponty as well as its cultural and intellectual precursors in the second half chemero and
käufer turn their attention to the contemporary interpretations and uses of phenomenology in cognitive science showing that phenomenology is a living source of inspiration in contemporary
interdisciplinary studies of the mind käufer and chemero have written a clear jargon free account of phenomenology providing abundant examples and anecdotes to illustrate and to entertain this book is
an ideal introduction to phenomenology and cognitive science for the uninitiated as well as for philosophy and psychology students keen to deepen their knowledge

The Emergent Method: A Modern Science Approach to the Phenomenology and Ethics of Emergentism 2007-09-19
essays on the relationship between perceptual experience and scientific thought an introduction to the phenomenology of science

Timing and Temporality in Islamic Philosophy and Phenomenology of Life 2015-07-15
forster s reading reveals the phenomenology of spirit as in fact an impressively coherent text containing a rich array of ideas of extraordinary philosophical originality and depth

Phenomenology 1974
this book introduces phenomenology to reveal how the atmosphere and relationships in the workplace are generated and how this affects creativity in their daily work people sometimes feel that today s
meeting was more exciting than expected or that everyone s motivation is down this unspoken workplace atmosphere has a significant impact on their work but has enough thought been given to how
this workplace atmosphere is created phenomenology reveals the basic structure of human relationships in the workplace are there any general rules that govern human interaction and the nature of
relationships in that workplace if these unspoken rules can be made explicit clearly felt and spoken people can work together to bring about a creative workplace in which individuals can maximize their
abilities the main point of the book is that human relationships are based on a two layered structure emotional communication which is rooted in human sensitivity and centers on sensation and emotion



and verbal communication which is based on shared intelligence and relies upon language and thought the invisible layer of emotional communication is always at work as the foundation of verbal
communication creating what can be described as the workplace atmosphere this book offers a new perspective on promoting creativity in the workplace by unraveling the principles behind the structure
of workplace atmospheres

Phenomenology and Theory of Science 1998-05-13
this book features a theoretical depiction of the italian phenomenological tradition it brings together the main italian phenomenologists of the present to discuss the positions and theories of the most
important italian phenomenologists of the past those profiled include antonio banfi sofia vanni rovighi enzo paci dino formaggio giuseppe semerari enzo melandri paolo bozzi carlo sini giovanni piana and
paolo parrini this collection shows not only the variety of perspectives but also the inner consistency peculiarity and originality of the tradition moreover the contributors connect continental and analytical
traditions the scientific approach and existentialism italian phenomenology the rise of which dates back to antonio banfi s writings on husserl in 1923 proves to be from its very beginning a relational
philosophy it is a philosophy that is capable precisely by means of its method of developing actual forms of communication and exchange among the different sciences this book will provide graduate
students and researchers with unique insights into the italian school of phenomenological thought

Hegel's Idea of a Phenomenology of Spirit 2024-06-17
digital phenomenology is a report on the philosophical theory of everything from the first principle digital philosophy and post keynesian economics are proved the report is technical and aimed toward
philosophers mathematicians computer scientists physicists economists and political scientists

Phenomenology in a Co-creative Workplace 2019-12-24
this volume presents political phenomenology as a new specialty in western philosophical and political thought that is post classical post machiavellian and post behavioral it draws on history and sets the
agenda for future explorations of political issues it discloses crossroads between ethics and politics and explores border crossing issues all the essays in this volume challenge existing ideas of politics
significantly as such they open new ways for further explorations by future generations of phenomenologists and non phenomenologists alike moreover the comprehensive chronological bibliography is
unprecedented and provides not only an excellent picture of what phenomenologists have already done but also a guide for the future

Phenomenology in Italy 1965

Phenomenology of Social Existence 2021-12-27

Digital Phenomenology 2016-06-13

Political Phenomenology
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